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Pup Bar

FEELING RESTLESS?

Travel plush toy 

Bandana (dog but make it fashion)

Body Spray (for those days when you dont feel like 
bathing)

Max Ball (a little something to chase after)

Doggo Treats (healthy)

Dial #9 to speak to our At Your Service team

For many Pier One guests, dogs are not simply pets, they’re part of the 
family. Pier One Sydney Harbour welcomes your four-legged friend(s) 
in select Water View accommodation rooms, where your pup can enjoy 
their own Pet Play Lifestyle & You bed, FURF food/water bowl & endless 
cuddles (from the team here).



With our recent renovation of all 189 rooms, we decided it was time for our 
pup-bar was also to receive it’s own upgrade. As Sydney’s premier lifesyle 
hotel and loving all things Australian; we are proud to have collaborated with 
companies who are using their brands to make a positive impact on our 
planet, to create our mini-room experience so our four-legged friends can 
too enjoy the luxuries of travelling while staying at Pier One Sydney Harbour.

FURF Water & Food Bowls

The trans-Tasman team behind Furf Pets are no strangers to quality design. The 
design brief for Furf Pets was simple - create a pet bowl that looks as good on the 

dining room table as it does on the kitchen floor.

Furf Pets products have been created with your pet’s safety in mind and an all-
encompassing sustainability ethos throughout production. This means long-lasting 
quality to ensure consumers get real bang for their buck while keeping their brand 

ethos at heart..

About Your In-Room Pup 
Friendly Amenities

Pet P.L.A.Y Lifestyle & You 

P.L.A.Y. makes quality dog beds with pets, people, and the planet in mind. When we 
were looking for quality dog beds for our own four-legged friends, we couldn’t find 

one that fit our lifestyle as modern pet owners, so we made our own.

Each bed is crafted for maximum comfort and ergonomic support, feature stylish 
and easy to care for covers, and are made from sustainable materials to protect 

Mother Earth. There are 78 recycled bottles in each of the large beds. 


